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Abstract. This present paper introduces a virtual reality technique for
visual data mining on heterogeneous information systems. The method
is based on parametrized mappings between heterogeneous spaces with
extended information systems and a virtual reality space. They can be
also constructed for unions of heterogeneous and incomplete data sets together with knowledge bases composed by decision rules. This approach
has been applied successfully to a wide variety of real-world domains and
examples are presented from genomic research and geology.

1

Introduction

In this paper a Virtual Reality approach is introduced for the problem of understanding heterogeneous, incomplete and imprecise data [9]. The notion of data
is not restricted to classical data bases, but also to logical relations and other
forms of structured knowledge. Examples are decision rules generated by inductive methods [7], rough set algorithms [6], and others. The role of visualization
techniques in the knowledge discovery process is well known. Several reasons
make Virtual Reality (VR) a suitable paradigm: it is flexible (allows the choice
of different representation models acording to human perception preferences),
allows immersion (the user can navigate inside the data, interact with the objects, etc), creates a living experience, and is broad and deep (The user may
see the whole world and/or concentrate on specific details). Moreover, the user
needs no mathematical knowledge and only minimal computer skills.
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The Virtual Reality Space

In the present case, heterogeneous and incomplete information systems will be
considered [10]. They have the form S =< U, A > where U is the universe and
A the set of attributes, such that each a ∈ A has a domain Va and an evaluation
function fa but here the Va are not required to be finite (Table 1).

Table 1. An example of a heterogeneous data base. Attributes are from different
domains(nominal, ordinal, ratio, fuzzy, images, time-series and graphs), also containing
missing values (?).
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A heterogeneous domain is defined as a Cartesian product of a collection of
source sets (Ψi ): Ĥn = Ψ1 × . . . × Ψn , where n > 0 is the number of information
sources to consider. As an example, consider the case of a domain where objects
are characterized by attributes given by continuous crisp quantities, discrete
features, fuzzy features, graphs and digital images. Let be the reals with the
usual ordering, and R ⊆ . Now define R̂ = R ∪ {?} to be a source set and
extend the ordering relation to a partial order accordingly. Now let be the set
of natural numbers and consider a family of nr sets (nr ∈ + = − {0}) given
by R̂nr = R̂1 × . . . × R̂nr (nr times) where each R̂j (0 ≤ j ≤ nr ) is constructed
as R̂, and define R̂0 = φ (the empty set). Now, if Oj is a family of ordinal
source sets (with the corresponding ordering relation), Nj a family of nominal
variables, Fj a collection of fuzzy sets, Gj of graphs, and of digital images,
Ij , and the same procedure is applied, a heterogeneous domain is constructed
as Ĥn = R̂nr × Ôno × N̂ nm × F̂ nf × Ĝ ng × Î ni . Other kinds of heterogeneous
domains can be constructed in the same way, using the appropriate source sets. In
more general information systems the universe is endowed with a set of relations
of different arities. Let t =< t1 , . . . , tp > be a sequence of p natural integers,
called type, and Y =< Y, γ1 , . . . , γp > the extended information system will be
Ŝ =< U, A, Γ >, endowed with the relational system U =< U, Γ >.
A virtual reality space is a structure composed by different sets and functions
defined as Υ =< O, G, B, <m , go , l, gr , b, r >. O is a relational structure defined
as above (O =< O, Γ v > , Γ v =< γ1v , . . . , γqv >, q ∈ + and the o ∈ O are
objects), G is a non-empty set of geometries representing the different objects
and relations (the empty or invisible geometry is a possible one). B is a nonempty set of behaviors (i.e. ways in which the objects from the virtual world will
express themselves: movement, response to stimulus, etc. ). <m ⊂ m is a metric
space of dimension m (the actual virtual reality geometric space). The other
elements are mappings: go : O → G, l : O → <m , gr : Γ v → G, b : O → B, r is
a collection of characteristic functions for Γ v , (r1 , . . . , rq ) s.t. ri : γiv ti → {0, 1},
according to the type t associated with Γ v . The representation of an extended








information system Ŝ in a virtual world requires the specification of several sets
and a collection of extra mappings: Ŝ v =< O, Av , Γ v >, O in Υ , which can
be done in many ways. A desideratum for Ŝ v is to keep as many properties
from Ŝ as possible. Thus, a requirement is that U and O are in one-to-one
correspondence (with a mapping ξ : U → O). The structural link is given by a
mapping f : Ĥn → <m . If u =< fa1 (u), . . . , fan (u) > and ξ(u) = o, then l(o) =
f (ξ(< fa1 (u), . . . , fan (u) >)) =< fav1 (o), . . . , favm (o) > (favi are the evaluation
functions of Av ). It is natural to require that Γ v ⊆ Γ , thus having a virtual
world portraying selected relations from the information system. Function f can
be constructed as to maximize some metric/non-metric structure preservation
criteria as is typical in multidimensional scaling [1], or minimize some error
measure of information loss [8], [4].

3

Examples

Clearly, a VR environment can not be shown on paper, and only simplified, grey
level screen snapshots from two examples are shown just to give an idea. The VR
spaces were kept simple in terms of the geometries used. The f transform used
was Sammon error, with ζij given by the Euclidean distance in Υ and δij = (1 −
ŝij )/ŝij , where ŝij is Gower’s similarity [3]. For genomic research in neurology,
time-varying expression data for 2611 genes in 8 time attributes were measured.
Fig-1(a) shows the representation in Υ of the information system and the result
of a previous rough k-means clustering [5]. Besides showing that there is no
differentiated class structure in this data, the undecidable region between the
two enforced classes is perfectly clear. The rough clustering parameters were k =
2, ωlower = 0.9, ωupper = 0.1 and threshold = 1. The small cluster encircled at
the upper right, contains a set of genes discovered when examining the VR space
and was considered interesting by the domain experts. This pattern remained

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. VR spaces of (a) a genomic data base (with rough clusters), and (b) a geologic
data base with decision rules build with rough set methods.

unnoticed since it was masked by the clustering procedure (its objects were
assigned to the nearby bigger cluster).
When data sets and decision
rules are combined,
the information systems
S
S
are of the form S =< U, A {d} >, Sr =< R, A {d} > (for
Vpthe rules), where
{d} is the decision attribute. Decision rules are of the form , i=1 (Aτi = vητii ) →
(d = v d j ) , where the Aτi ⊆ A, the vητii ∈ Vτi and v d j ∈ Vd . The ŝij used for δij
P
u
in A, was given by: ŝij = P 1 ω
a∈Ă (ωij · sij ), where: Ă = A if i, j ∈ U ,
ij
a∈
Ă
T
Ar if i, j ∈ R and Au Ar if i ∈ U and j ∈ R. The s, ω functions are defined
as: sij = 1 if fa (i) = fa (j) and 0 otherwise, ωij = 1 if fa (i), fa (j) 6= ?, and 0
otherwise.
The example presented is the geo data set [2]. The last attribute was considered the decision attribute and the rules correspond to the very fast strategy,
giving 99% accuracy. The join VR space is shown in Fig-1(b) where objects are
spheres and rules cubes, respectively. According to RSL results, Rule 570 is supported by object 173, and they appear very close in Υ . Also, data objects 195
and 294 are very similar and they appear very close in Υ .
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